AMENDING Through Faith is an innovative, primary prevention initiative dedicated to ending violence against women and girls by engaging and educating men. It was started by YWCA Nashville & Middle Tennessee, operators of the largest domestic violence shelter in the state. Motivated by the fact that the shelter was consistently at capacity, and in response to the constant need for more shelter beds, AMENDING Through Faith was developed in cooperation with the General Commission on United Methodist Men to prevent violence against women before it occurs.

How does it end? “Good men” must play a critical role in creating a community where all women and girls are valued and safe. Extensive work by experts in gender based violence prevention reveals that this is accomplished through education and mobilization. Only with the support and involvement of men and boys can the cycle of gender based violence be stopped.

What You’ll Learn
During this 8-week group series, participants will:

- Learn why violence against women is a problem, and explore how our culture supports violent behavior
- Explore how both men and women are harmed by a culture that supports violence against women
- Learn what Scripture tells us about what it means to be a man
- Develop skills to recognize and challenge the behaviors that lead to violence

After this series, participants will leave with:

- A supportive and energized community of engaged men
- Skills that enable them to confront behaviors that lead to violence
- Skills for coping with stress and improving their communication
- The strength and motivation to be positive agents of change in their communities

So, Who Is It For?

If you consider yourself a Christian male, it’s for you! This series is for men passionate about ending violence against women. It’s for men seeking specific ways to make the world a better place. It’s for men seeking ways to strengthen their relationships, find greater happiness, and build up a healthy community of Godly people.

For more information:
GCUMM
1000 17th Ave. S.
Nashville, TN 37212
615-340-7145
AmendThroughFaith@gmail.com

Participant Guide $12.00
Leader Guide (Jump Drive) $18.00
Combo Pack (8 Books & 1 Leader Guide) $86.00
Order at:
http://www.gcumm.org/gender-based-violence

All prices include shipping